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Background



What is a sacred value?

Primary 

• Very high value 

• Separation of sacred and 
“profane”

Secondary 

• Extreme reactions to 
transgressions 

• Extreme reaction to 
hypothetical 
transgressions

Why?



Examples
Entitlements 

• Entitlement to 
ancestral land, holy 
sites 

• Demand for fair 
pay, conditions, 
rights, justice

Loyalties 

• National flag 

• Religious symbols 

• Defence of family 
honour 

• Spouse, child, kin

Moral rules 

• Refusal to eat GMO 
food, other taboos 

• Moral rules: 
prohibitions on 
violence, objection 
to gay sex, 
euthanasia, etc. 

• Conservation of a 
species?



Why study sacred values?

• Economics: sacred values are a barrier to trade? Or: a blind 
spot in utility theory? 

• Philosophy: sacred values are a type of deontology (versus 
consequentialism) 

• Evolutionary anthropology: sacred values implicated in 
evolution of religion, morality, cooperation?



Why study?

• Implicated in culture wars, 
political polarisation (?) 

• Implicated in conflicts over 
disputed ancestral lands 
(Ginges et al 2007) 

• Maybe important in 
achieving cooperative 
goals.



Existing work

• We judge others based on how they deal with tradeoffs 
between sacred and secular, and also on tragic tradeoffs. 
(Tetlock et al 2000) 

• Sacred valuers in conflict will prefer mutually destructive 
compromise to mutually beneficial compromise (Ginges et al 
2007). 

• Sacred values are agent-relative (non-consequentialist), 
absolute, and not mere posturing (Baron & Spranca 1997).



Theoretical motivation



Organising hypothesis

Sacred valuing sends a signal 

• Explains judgment of taboo/tragedy cases? 

• Explains implication of sacred values in group 
coordination/conflict cases?



Signalling hypotheses

1. Sacred valuing signals toughness 

2. Sacred valuing signals trustworthiness 

3. Sacred valuing stabilizes norms



Toughness hypothesis

• Trade is always conducted in 
the shadow of possible theft/
violence



Toughness hypothesis

Payoff to a trade = x – y 

Always some uncertainty as to 
how great x is. 

Payoff to theft is px – c



Toughness hypothesis

Outrage at suggested trade is a 
signal that x is high, but also a 
signal that a fight will be costly: c 
is high.



Trust hypothesis

Stag Hare

Stag

Hare 1,0 1,1

0,13,3

Burn hare-net

0 0

“Costly” action 
ensures other player 
will trust you to play  
Stag



Problem with costly signal story

• Costly signals should be salient and visible 

• If sacred values are usually prohibitions, they are 
less salient. 

• However: this is where outrage may come in. 
Extravagant outrage is salient and visible.



WESTBORO BAPTISTS



Pilot Study



Experimental paradigm

Sacred 
Trades Revelation GameGame



Sacred trade stage
Using instrument developed by Berns et al (2012). 

1. Subjects endorse single statements from 62 contradictory pairs.  
 
E.g.: "I am a cat person" vs "I am a dog person", or  
"I would kill an innocent human being" vs "I would not ..." 

2. Subjects are then asked to name a price ($1-$100) for which they 
would be willing to accept (and sign) the opposing statement, or may 
opt out. 

3. One statement chosen at random, random price generated, and 
subjects paid if they actually sign. 

Opting out is taken as proxy for sacred valuing



Sacred trade stage



Hypotheses

• H1: Do sacred value attitudes correlate with relevant traits 
(toughness/trustworthiness) in the initial game? 

• H2: Does the revelation of sacred value attitudes to the 
other player correlate with behavioral changes in the second 
game? (Less aggression/more trust)



Toughness game

A

A: 1, B: 1

No challenge

Sequential Hawk–Dove

B

Challenge

Defer Retaliate

A: 2, B: 0 A: –2, B: –2

Toughness = probability of 
retaliating, given a 

challenge is received.



Trust game

“Trustworthiness” = 
proportion that is 

returned by B

A B
x3

A B

Trust game

A can transfer to B, amount tripled

B decides amount to return to A



Full experiment

Sacred 
Trades

Revelation Hawk–Dove 
game

Hawk–Dove 
game Trust game

Trust gameRevelation

Stranger matching

6-round repeated games



Revelation stage

Random number to 
be concealed  

(0–18)
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18 statements shown

...



Preliminary data

60 participants (40 M, 20 F) at the Monash Laboratory for 
Experimental Economics (n.b. only 30 get to be responder, so 
sample is very small.) 

Participants paid for 2 out of 5 tasks, chosen randomly. 

Average payment = AUD45.60



Validating the SV measure
Our subjects were 
significantly less inclined 
to display sacred values. 

Berns et al: 26 statements 
had median bid of "opt 
out". We had only 1. 

N.B. We changed the 
payment schedule slightly. 

Differences between 
populations? 



Experimental hypotheses 
(Toughness)

• H1–Tough: Is toughness higher in subjects with higher 
numbers of sacred value attitudes in the initial game? 

• H2–Tough: Are first movers in the post-revelation game less 
aggressive towards those who reveal more sacred value 
attitudes?



H1–Tough

r = 0.15, n/s 

A different sort of signal of toughness?



H2–Tough

r = –0.4, p = 0.027



H2–Tough



Experimental hypotheses 
(Trust)

• H1–Trust: Is trustworthiness higher in subjects with higher 
numbers of sacred value attitudes in the initial game? 

• H2–Trust: Are first movers in the post-revelation game more 
trusting towards those who reveal more sacred value 
attitudes?



H1–Trust

r = –0.24  



H2–Trust

r = 0.426, p = 0.019



H2–Trust



Post-experiment 
survey data



Did subjects believe their sacred 
value revelation would help?

r = –0.2, n/sr = 0.37, p = 0.044

Toughness Trust



Next steps



Shortcomings of this study

• Use of repeated game – casts a big “shadow of the future” 

• Maybe the signaling is used for matching more than for 
within-game play 

• Predictions for domain-specific values? 

• Do sacred values cluster?
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Demographics



Revelation statements
Sex 

1. You would not pay for sex. 

2. You would not have sex with a 4 
year old child. 

3. You would have sex with a 
person of the same sex. 

Women 

4. Female genital cutting is 
acceptable in some cultures. 

5. All Asian women should not be 
submissive. 

6. You think that marital rape is a 
crime.  

Race 

7. There should be restrictions on 
Muslim migration to Australia. 

8. You would not vote for a 
politician who had previously made 
racist comments. 

Hawkishness 

9. You support pre-emptive 
military attacks. 

10. North Korea should be nuked.  

Religion 

11. Your religion is an important 
part of your identity. 

12. You believe in God. 

Honesty 

13. You would not sabotage a 
team of coworkers just to get an 
individual promotion. 

14. You would not cheat on a test 
even if there was no chance that 
you would get caught. 

Politics 

15. You are a political conservative. 

16. You support gay marriage.  

Death 

17. It is OK to sterilize people for 
population control. 

18. You think that assisted suicide 
should be legal.



The third hypothesis

6(6

%QQRGTCVQT
&GHGEVQT

A problem of stabilizing cooperation in repeated games



The third hypothesis

Analogous problem for indirect reciprocity
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The third hypothesis
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Moral outrage may be way 
of inducing structure


